DIFFUSE NEONATAL HEMANGIOMATOSIS, ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT AND
SYRINGOMA OF THE THIGH: CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW
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Abstract
Vascular birthmarks are common in the neonatal period and may be either hemangiomas or vascular
malformations. Hemangiomas are usually few benign, pediatric tumors of endothelial cell which may
regress, however diffuse neonatal hemangiomatosis is a rarer syndrome characterized by hundreds of
hemangiomas affecting the skin and visceral organs and associated with poor prognosis. A male neonate
is discussed who presented at birth with hundreds of cutaneous hemangiomas, arterio-venous mixed
malformation and syringoma of the left thigh with an Atrial Septal Defect (ASD). Thrombocytopenia was
absent. Skin lesions noted to be regressing daily but the tumor over the left thigh was static. Teratogencity
was considered following ingestion of a supplement consumed throughout pregnancy. Psychosocial issues
that need to be addressed remain bedrock in the management of these patients.
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Introduction
Hemangiomas are unique, benign, pediatric
tumors of endothelial cells characterized by an
initial phase of rapid proliferation, followed by
slow involution, often leading to complete
regression and which may be present at birth or
during the first few months of life.[1] Although most
of these tumors are small and innocuous, some
may be life- or function-threatening, or have
[2,3]
associated structural congenital anomalies. The
term Benign neonatal hemangiomatosis was first
[4]
proposed by Sternal et al
consisting of a
syndrome of hundreds of hemangiomas occurring
exclusively in the skin and following a benign
course with spontaneous resolution. Diffuse
neonatal hemangiomatosis however, is a rarer
syndrome characterized by multiple
hemangiomatosis affecting the skin and visceral
organs and is often associated with poor prognosis.
A description is given of a neonate with a rare
combination of hemangiomatosis, Atrial Septal
Defect, and syringoma of the left thigh.
Case Report
A 9 hour old male neonate was admitted into the
Special Care Baby Unit of the Dalhatu Araf
Specialist Hospital Lafia, Nasarawa State on
account of multiple papular lesions distributed all
over the scalp and body and a large mass over the
left thigh at birth. There was a history of ingestion
of a herbal preparation containing chlorophyll
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from the first trimester till delivery; 4 glasses per
day. No bleeding from any orifice was noted with
exception of slight bleeding from the thigh mass but
no other systemic symptoms were reported.
On examination the child had discrete erythematous
superficial macula- papular none compressible
lesions over his body and scalp numbering about
288 that varied in size from 2mm to 1cm.Lesions on
the sole of his feet were mixed; deep seated with
bluish hue and red superficial papules. He was
febrile (38oC), pale with hyperaemic conjunctivae
and not cyanosis. Birth weight was 3kg, head
circumference 32cm and length 48 cm. A larger left
thigh with an almost circumferential fungating
bleeding tumor and discrete necrotic edge
measuring about 15 X 5cm was seen. In the
cardiovascular system he had a widely fixed 2nd
heart sound with a soft ejection systolic medium
pitched murmur best heard at the left upper sterna
border; grade 2/6. The abdomen was distended with
the liver 2 cm below the coastal margin but no bruit
heard.
Laboratory studies revealed packed cell volume of
29% necessitating transfusion, platelet count of 141
9
x10 /L while urea, electrolytes and creatinine were
essentially normal. Maternal retroviral status was
negative. Radiography of the long bones of the
lower extremities showed soft tissue mass swelling
with no bone involvement. Coloured Doppler
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Ultrasound scan of the tumour on the leg showed
multiple cystic areas with mixed venous and
arterial communications. No lesions were noted in
liver, kidney or brain using Doppler USS,
Echocardiography showed an ostium primum ASD
measuring 0.24 cm. An ophthalmic examination
was however not done.
Management included the counselling of the
family members,antibiotics, daily tumour dressing
and biopsy from the limb lesion. Skin lesions were
involuting and regressing daily but the fungating
mass remained static for period of one week patient
was in our institution.
Patient was referred to Aminu Kano Teachin,,g
Hospital for possible CT Angiography and
histology of the biopsy taken. Follow up revealed
removal of patient from hospital care by the family
after mother started manifesting psychotic
symptoms. The histology report of the biopsy
showed arterio-venous malformations and a
syringoma.

Fig 1: Neonate with hemangiomatosis and left
thigh mixed arterio-venous malformation
Discussions
Hemangiomas are the commonest vascular tumors
of infancy which are biologically active, few in
number, and most are usually medically
insignificant.[1] Diffuse or Disseminated Neonatal
Hemangiomatosis (DNH)describes the
uncommon presentation of few to hundreds of
small, generalized hemangiomas, often with
visceral (usually hepatic) involvement.[2] Thirty
percent of infantile hemangiomas are present at
birth with 87 percent of affected neonates having
cutaneous hemangiomas as the first sign of disease.
In terms of appearance superficial hemangiomas
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are bright red and elevated ("strawberry" marks)
while deep hemangiomas are blue or skin-colored.
This neonate had 288 hemangiomas with mixed
combination [Figure 1].
The classic hemangiomas are characterized by an
initial phase of rapid proliferation, followed by slow
involution, often leading to complete regression
with occasional rare variants presenting fully
formed at birth, becoming static or rapidly
[3]
involuting.
The liver is the most common extracutaneous site of
hemangiomas, but virtually any organ may be
affected, including brain, intestine, oral mucosa,
eyes, spleen, and kidney. [4,5] This patient could have
benefited from an expert opthalmological review
especially with evidence of hyperaemic
conjunctivae. The diagnosis of visceral
hemangioma is established by ultrasonographic
studies in 57 per cent, CT scan in 73 percent and by
MRI in 84 percent of patients,while large tumors
considered for resection, direct angiography or,
more recently, CT angiography, helps confirmed the
[6,7]
diagnosis.
High output cardiac failure may occur by two to
nine weeks of age as a result of vasoactive influence
on the pulmonary vasculature and is a common
cause of death. Cardiac malformations are rare
possible associations with hemangiomatosis
[8]
[9]
especially in segmental types Sidwell et al
described a case of neonatal hemangiomatosis with
an Atrial Septal Defect as a cause of severe heart
failure due to a combination of increased flow
through the right heart, high cardiac output from the
massive arterio-venous shunting and multiple
hepatic hemangiomas. Arterial emboloization has
been used inconsistently to reduce increased cardiac
output.
Involvement of the skeletal muscles of the thigh
with no obvious bone involvement on X-ray is not a
common organ involvement. Maffucci's Syndrome
(hemangiomatosis osteolytica)(10) a congenital
syndrome characterized by hemangiomas at birth,
skeletal deformities and echondromas (benign
cartilaginous growth) usually have malignant
degenerations. A severe thrombocytopenia as a
result of platelet trapping and coagulopathy may
accompany some large single lesions or diffuse
hemangiomatosis-the Kasabach-Merritt
syndrome.[11] Despite normal platelets in few
patients as hemangiomas grow, these infants often
require inpatient evaluation and treatment because
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